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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we consider properties of a system described by a linear func- 
tional differential equation of a neutral type. By T(t) we mean the operator: 
an initial state --+ the state at t. The state space is the Sobolev space WI’, hence 
T(t) maps W,P into itself, but other spaces may also be used. We mention, for 
example, that Hale [7] has considered the space of continuous functions C and 
Manitius [l] the space LTP x L2 (retarded case only). The main problem we 
consider here is to find conditions for density of the image of the operator T(t) 
(in the considered space). This problem was solved by Jakubczyk [2] for a 
simple neutral system described by a difference-differential equation. His paper 
was an inspiration for the author to solve this problem in a general case. The 
method used in our paper is based on properties of convolution operators and a 
ring structure of such operators. These ideas may be found in the papers of 
Jakubczyk [2] and that of Kamen [3]. In Section 3 we prove that a convolution 
operator in the space LP([O, T]; Iwn), T < +co, has a dense image if and only if 
a determinant of a kernel matrix of this operator over the ring K (defined in 
Section 2) is not a zero-divisor in this ring. This fact is then used to derive a 
criterion for density of im T(t). In the proof of the main result we use some 
representation of the operator T(h). A similar representation was used by 
Manitius in [l]. 
Density of the image of T(t) means that the system described by the functional 
differential equation is, in some sense, nondegenerate in the state space. In a 
neutral case the image of T(t) may cover the whole state space. The problem 
considered in this paper is closely related to the problem of completness of 
eigenfunctions associated with the system. Completness means that the space 
spanned by generalized eigenfunctions is dense in the state space. From papers 
of Henry [8] and Manitius [l], it follows that the above problems are equivalent 
(in the spaces C and [w” x L”). Thus our main result on density of im T(t) gives 
also a verifiable criterion of completness of eigenfunctions. 
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In Section 2 we give some elementary definitions which will be used in the 
paper. 
Section 3 contains results concerning a convolution operator theory. Theorem 
1 gives the criteria of density of the image of the convolution operator. 
In Section 4 we formulate the main theorem (Theorem 2) and give some of its 
consequences. Some examples show subtleties of the theorem. 
In Section 5 we give the proof of Theorem 2. We also state that the condition 
for density of the image of the semigroup operator T(t) is the same for the space 
W,P and the space C. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let R be a commutative ring with a unit element and A be a II x 71 matrix 
over R, i.e., elements of A belong to R. By de@ we mean the determinant of 
the matrix A over the ring R which is defined as the determinant of a matrix 
over a fiel .!. 
Now we define our basic rings. Let T be a real number, T > 0. Consider the 
following set of distributions with supports contained in [0, T] (see [12]), 
KQ = I 
I 
k = : ai S,i ?-f / ai E R, bi E [0, T], b, = 0, bi < bj if i < j, 
i=O 
NEN,~EL@((--m, -km); R),f(t) = Ofor t$[O, T]/, 
where 1 < 4 < m and 6, is the Dirac distribution at the point a. We define 
ring operations + and * in the set K Q. Addition (+) is simply addition of 
distributions. The convolution (*) must be defined in a slightly different manner 
than usually to get the support of k, * k, contained in [0, T]. Let 
6, * 6, = Lb if a+b<T, 
zc 0 if a+b>T, 
(f * g)(t) = jot f (t - 4 &) h for a.e. t E [0, T], 
0 f, g 5 LR, = elsewhere, 
(f * S,)(t) = (Sa * f)(t) = f (t - 4 if t<T, 
=o if t>T. 
~~~~~ for k, = xk, a, Sbd + f, k, = x:, cj Sd, + g, we define the convolution as 
N M 
k,*k,=C ~~i~jS,~*Sd~f~ aiSbr*g+~CjS,,*f+f*R. 
i-0 jdl LO j=O 
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PROPOSITION 1. The set Kq with addition and the convolution defined above is a 
commutative ring with a unit element. 
Proof. Note that if f, g ELq((-oo, +co); R) have supports contained in 
[0, T], then we may treat them as functions from L$[O, T]; R). Now from the 
inclusion Lq([O, T]; R) CLl([O, T]; R) f o 11 ows that f may be considered as an 
element of L1((- co, 2 oo); R). By inequality 
Ilf*g jlc d !If!i, . Ilg ,!L~ (LT = L’((-co, fco); R)) 
(it may be derived from [9, Sect. VI.1 1.61) we have that f * g ELM and has the 
support contained in [0, T] (see the definition of the convolution!). Hence, the 
operations are well defined. The ring axioms are trivially satisfied. The convolu- 
tion of functions is commutative so the ring Kq is also commutative. The unit 
element is 6, . 1 
Let rnq = {k E Kq 1 k ELQ((- co, - 00); R), supp K C [0, T]). It is easy to see 
that rng is an ideal in the ring Kq. We may identify the elements from mQ with 
functions from the space Lq([O, T]; W). When 4 = 1, we denote K = K1, m = ml. 
PROPOSITION 2. (a) k E KQ is a zero-divisor iff there are k, E Kq and a > 0 
such that k = 6, * k, . 
(b) k = II:=, ai Sbi + f is a unit (an invertible element) in Kq iff a, # 0. 
Proof. (a) The known theorem of Titchmarsh (see [5]) says thatfE mQ is a 
zero-divisor in rnq iff f(t) = 0 a.e. on [0, ~1 for some E > 0. This is equivalent 
to the condition: f = 6, *g, a > 0, g E mQ. In the ring Kq we have the more 
general condition 
k = 6, * k, , a>O,k,EKq 
(the generalization is obvious). 
(b) e Let k=a,S,+zff, where z=&aiS6., fELq, a,#O. 
We put k, = c,, S, + u + g, where c, = l/a, , u = &‘~,(---~/a,,~, M = 
[T/b,] + 1, and g is an element of rnq which satisfies the equation c,,f + f * ZJ + 
a,,g + z *g + f * g = 0. Now we sketch the proof of the existence of such a 
function g. Note that for t E [0, bJ, we have co2f(t) + g(t) $- c,,(f *g)(t) = 0. 
For some 0 < E < b, an operator L: Lp([O, e]; W) -+ Ln([O, ~1; R) defined by 
&4(t) = -w * u)(t) - Gwt) . is a contraction (see [9, Sect. VI.11.6j). 
Hence, by the known fixed-point theorem, this proves the existence of the func- 
tion g on the interval [0, ~1. The continuation of this function on the whole 
interval [0, T] may be done by the method of steps using the existence theorem 
for the interval [0, ~1 (note that (z *g)(t) for t E [bI , 2b,] is determined by 
g hLbld’ 
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Sow easy calculations show that 
c~ + a,u + x * u = 0 and k * k, = k, * k = 6”. 
3 This implication is obvious (the set of k E Kq with a, = 0 is an ideal in 
Kq). I 
Let [a, b] C [0, T]. If K E Kg then by k /[a,~] we denote the element of Kq 
defined as follows: 
k i[a.bl = f 4 hi -f’, 
i=O 
ai = a, if bi E [a, b] 
=o if h 6 [a, bl, 
f’W = f(t) if t E [a, b] 
= 0 if t$[a,b]. 
Let D denote the set of zero-divisors of the ring KQ with zero-element. It is 
easy to see that Dq is an ideal in the ring Kq. We denote D = D’. 
3. THE EXTENSIOK OF A THEOREM OF Foq 
Foia? [6] has considered the operator 
L: C([O, T]; R) --+ L’([O, T]; R) 
WN) = (f * u)(t)* where f~ L1([O, T]; W). 
He proved that if f(t) $ 0 on [0, ~1, for every E > 0, then im L is dense in 
Ll([O, T]; R). Th e a b ove condition about f means that f is not a zero-divisor in 
the ring ml. In this section we give a generalization of the result of Foiag for a 
multidimensional case and LP spaces. 
Let A be the n x rz matrix over K = K1. By jp we denote the operator 
j? Lp([O, T]; iW) + (ml)” 
Wf)(4 = f(t) if t E [0, T] 
= 0 elsewhere. 
Now we can define the convolution of the matrix A and the function u E 
Lp([O, T]; W) by A * u = (jP)-l(A *j%). Thi s is a good definition because the 
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element A *jr% is a function from LP((-co, +co); R”) with the support con- 
tained in [0, T] (see [9, Sect. VI.1 1.61 and the definition of the convolution). 
Now we formulate the main theorem of this section. Let 
L: LP([O, T]; W”) + LP([O, Tl; P), l<P<cO, Lu = A*u. (1) 
THEOREM 1. The following conditions are equivalent 
(i) im L is dense in Lp([O, T]; W), 
(ii) ker L = {0}, 
(iii) det,A $ D. 
Now we give an another condition equivalent to (iii) and then, via some lemmas, 
we prove the above theorem. 
PROPOSITION 3. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) det,A $ D, 
(ii) det,A, $ D for every E > 0. 
A, denotes the matrix over K: (A,)i,i = (A)imj I[,,J . 
Proof. The equivalence of (i) and (ii) follows from the fact that if K, h E K, 
k = k I[,M , h, = h IM , then 
(k * 4 IM = (kc * hc) Iro.a~ for a<c 
(hence (de@) bal = WetA) II~.~I for a < 4. I 
Remark 1. The condition (ii) in Proposition 3 says that the considered 
property of the matrix A (i.e., det,A # D) has a local character-it depends 
only on the behaviour of A in the neighbourhood of zero. 
LEMMA 1. The adjoint operator to the operator L 
L*: L*([O, T]; UP) - L*([O, T]; UP), l/q + UP = 1, 
has the form 
L* = HLTH, (2) 
where H, LT: LG([O, T]; UP) -+L’([O, T]; We 
Wf P) = f (T - tb LTf = AT *f, f E LW, Tl; UP); 
AT denotes the matrix transposed to the matrix A. 
505/38/Z-3 
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Proof. Letf ED([O, T],; W), u ED’([O, 7’1; R”). Then we have 
lrf 7(t)(Lu)(t) dt = jrf T(t)(A * u)(t) dt 
0 0 
= 1 T (Hf)T(T - t)(A * u)(t) dt = ((Hf)T * A * u)(T) 
‘0 
= LT ((Hf)T * A)( T - t) u(t) dt = @(Elf )’ * A)(t)u(t) dt. 
Hence, L*f = H(AT * (Hf)) SOL* = HLTH. 1 
LEMMA 2. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) ker L = {0}, 
(ii) ker L’ = {0}, 
where L’: (K)n ---f (K)“, L’k = A * k. 
Proof. (ii) * (i) The implication is obvious. 
(i) Z- (ii) Let us suppose that there is R,E(K)~ such that K, #O and A *k, =O. 
Let u = k, * v, where o E rnp and v # D”. Hence, II is a nonzero element from 
(mp)n (so it may be considered as a function from Lq[O, T]; W)) and A * u = 
A*k,*v=O. 1 
Proof of Theorem 1. Note that H is an isomorphism of the space LP. Hence, 
the equivalence of the conditions (i) and (ii) follows from the known fact that 
im L is dense iff ker L* = (0). (see [I 1, Sect. 1.41) and from the form of L* 
given by Lemma 1. 
Now note that condition (ii) is, by Lemma 2, equivalent to the fact that the 
equation over the ring K, A * k = 0, has only the trivial solution. And this 
means that det,A is not a zero-divisor (see Theorem 51 in [4, p. 1591 or Proposi- 
tion 14 in [13, Chap. III, Sect. 8, p. 5351). a 
4. THE MAIN RESULT 
Let us consider the neutral system 
k(t) = s” p(e) x(t - 0) d0 + c” p&(t - hk) 
0 k=l 
f q(e) x(t - e> de + f %?(t - ak), (3) 
k=O 
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wheretE[O,+oO),O<hl<...<h,=h,O=a,<...<u.~=h,x(t)EIWn, 
pLi , Q are 71 x n real matrices, and p and r) are n x tl matrices whose elements 
are the functions from G([O, h]; 88). 
We assume that the initial function p belongs to WrP([---h, 01; R”) (the space 
of absolutely continuous functions whose derivatives belong to the space LQ), 
1 <p < co, and by a solution of (3) with the initial function XJJ we mean the 
function x belonging to the space W~(loC)([-h, +a~); UP) which satisfies 
Eq. (3) for almost every t E [O, +a~) and x(t) = p)(t) for t E [--h, 01. For every 
9, E WI’, there is an unique solution x with v as an initial function (see [8, 141). 
The state of system (3) at time t is the function 
xt: [-h, O] + R”, q(T) = x(t + T) for 7 E [--h, 01, (4) 
where x is the solution of (3) with some initial condition. Define the operator 
T(t), t E P, + a), 
T(t): wlq-h, 01; R”) ---f WIP([-h, 01; UP), T(t)cp = Xt ) 
where xt is defined by (4) and x is the solution of (3) with the initial condition p. 
{T(t)},,, is a semigroup of bounded operators. 
Using the Dirac distributions we may write matrices p and 7 related to the 
system (3) 
P=&Pkh,* ?=Q+ f Tk&Q. (5) 
k=l k=O 
Note that p and r) are the matrices over the ring K defined in Section 2 (we put 
T = h and extend TV and q on the interval (-co, +a~) putting p(t) = q(t) = 0 
for t $ [0, h]). 
Let H be the transformation H: K - K 
(Hf)(t) = f(h - t) for fill and H6, = 6,-, . (6) 
Now we define the matrices $, +j by 
Pi.j = HtLi.j and 7ji.i = ff7i.i - 
Let s be the integration operator J: K --+ K, 
elsewhere, 
f f~L’ 
or , 
(I 1 6, (t) = 0 if t < a or t > h, 
Z-Z 1 if t E [a, h]. 
Define E = -P + J+ 
((J+j)$,j = J+ji,j)m 
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Now we give a characterization of the density of Im T(t). 
THEOREM 2. Let t > 0. The image of T(t) is dense in W,p([-h, 01; [w”) iff 
de& is not a zero-divisor in K. 
COROLLARY 1 (see [2]). Consider the simpZe case of (3) 
n(t) = A&t - h) + A&t - h) + A&t). 
Then 
(7) 
Im T(t) is dense in W,* iff det(s& + A,) + 0 (as a function of s E C). 
Proof. In this case TV = A-,6,, , q=A,S1+AoSO so ji==A-,a,, ji= 
A, S, + A,, Sh . Hence, [ = ---A-, 6, + J(A, 6, f A, 6,). For 0 < E < h we 
have & = 5 I[o.rl = --A-, 6, + A,, , where 
A,,(0 = 4 if t E [0, e] 
zzz 0 if t E (E, h]. 
From Proposition 3 we get de& $ D iff det,., $ D. But the last condition means 
that det,(--A-, 6, + A,,) $ D (AIn is a constant function on [O, h]) and this is 
equivalent to det,(--A-, 6, + A,,) # 0 (since det,(--A-, 6, + A,,,) = US,, + f, 
where a is a constant and f is a polynomial on [0, h]). These considerations may 
be easily extended to the interval [O, -/-co). Let R be the ring of distributions 
with supports contained in [O, t co) described in the same way as K with T = 
+co. Now ring multiplication is the usual convolution. Hence we have that 
det,[ $ D is equivalent to detR(--A-, S,, + &) = a S,, + 3 # 0 (now A1 is a 
constant function on [0, + co) and3 is a polynomial on [0, + co)). Applying the 
Laplace transform we have det(--A-, + A,/s) + 0 or det(&, + A,) 3 0. 8 
COROLLARY 2. In the retarded case (p = 0) 
im T(t) is dense in W,P iff det&$ D. 
The above fact in the space W x L” can be derived from Theorem 5.1 in 
the paper of Mantius [1] and from the result of Section 3. In [I] it is proved 
that im T(t) is dense in the state space Iw” x Lz([--h, 01; W) iff im F is dense in 
UP x L2, where F: lRn x L2 -+ Rn x L2 
I is the identity operator in W and 
0 E r-h, 01, p ELM. 
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We may transform the operator H,, into 
(Hoq)(6) = 1”‘” q(h - T) q(~ - h - 0) dr = lh+’ +)(h + 0 - T) dr, 
0 0 
where ?j(~) = q(k - T) and G(T) = 92(-T). Let 
H,: L?([-h, 01; R”) 4 L?([O, h]; R”) 
H*: L2([0, h]; R”) -L’([O, h]; W”) 
H3: L2([0, h]; R”) + Lq-h, 01; UP) 
(H#)(T) = p(-T), z-&g, = ?j * v (see the definition in Section 2) (H,(p)(T) = 
rp(h + T). Hence, Ho = H,H,H, . H3 and H1 are isomorphisms of the spaces 
U([O, k]; UP) and I?([-k, 01; 5P) so the condition that im F is dense in 
UP x L” is equivalent to the condition that im H, is dense inL*. Therefore, we 
obtain the following 
COROLLARY 3. In the retarded case 
im T(t) is dense in 64” x L* iff det,&j $ D. 
Remark 2. The condition detr+ 4 D (for the retarded case) means a certain 
type of nonsingularity of the matrix 73 in the neighbourhood of 0. Because 
+j = HT], this means nonsingularity of the matrix r] in the neighbourhood of the 
maximal delay h. There is generally no connection between this type of non- 
singularity and nonsingularity of the matrix l(t) (over R) a.e. in the neighbour- 
hood of h. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let 
p = 0, 
h-t 
1 = rll #) = (h ‘- t, (h - t)*:2 ’ 
We have det 7 t) 
\ 
= -(h - t)*/2 so the matrix l(t) is nonsingular for t # k. 
But det,+j = so i2/2dT - j: T(t - T) dT = t3/6 - t3/6 = 0. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let 
h = 1, P = 0, I = % 4(t) = rl(h - t) = (at,” ,9,,, 
for t E [I (2k + l), 1,(2k)], 
0 
0 
k = 1, 2,... . 
= 
1 
for t E (1:‘(2k), 1:(2k - l)), 
a(0) = 1, b(0) = 0. 
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It is evident that det f(t) = 0 for t E [0, I]. But det,+j = a * b $ D because 
neither a nor b is a zero-divisor. 
In the neutral case (y # 0) an interpretation of the condition det,[ $ D is 
similar. Let [ = -CL + z where z ELM, z(t) = $7 for t E [0, h] (and 0 else- 
where). It is easy to see that H[ = [ so the condition det,[ $ D means non- 
singularity of the matrix f in the neighbourhood of h in the sense explained 
earlier. 
The following necessary condition may be useful in practical computations 
(it was proposed by Delfour and Manitius for the retarded case [ 151). 
COROLLARY 4. If im T(t), t E (0, + oo), is dense in W,p then fur ally E Iw”, 
r>O 
(YT5) lb-r.hl = 0 zk- Y = cl (8) 
( yT[ is an element of the module (K)“, it is clear what means multiplication ak for 
UEIR, hEK). 
Proof. Assume that there are y E W and B > 0, y # 0, such that ( yT{) j[h-r,nI = 
0 so ( yr[) I[,,J = 0. The last equation may be written as (yz S,,) * $ E (D)n. 
Hence, we can find f E D, f # 0, such that f * ( yT 6,) * [ = 0 (it follows from 
the form of zero-divisors). Thus we have k = f ‘y E (K)” and RT * [ = 0, i.e., 
det,% E D (by Theorem 1) and so im T(t) is not dense in WI= (by Theorem 2). 
I 
Condition (8) is not sufficient for density of im T(t). In Example 1, Condition 
(8) is satisfied but im T(t) is not dense in W,P. In Example 2 im T(t) is dense and 
condition (8) is satisfied although det ij(t) = 0 for all t. 
COROLLARY 5. The following conditions are sujjicknt for density of im T(t) 
in WIp 
(a) det p.M # 0 for the neutral case, 
(b) det qN # 0 for the retarded cuse (p = 0). 
Proof. These facts follow from properties of a determinant. It is easy to see 
that det,[ = -det p,+, .6,, + A, (det& = det vN . 6, + A, , respectively), 
where A,(A,) does not contain 6, . 1 
EXAMPLE 3. If p # 0, then the condition (b) in Corollary 5 may not be 
sufficient for density of T(t), Let 7 = 7N 6, , det T..,, # 0, p = /.L, p(t) = -71~. 
In this case, [ = 0. 
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5. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
In this section we are interested only in values of the solution x on [0, h] so 
we may treat x (and k) as an element of m (with the support contained in [0, h]). 
This should not lead to the confusion. 
Let us transform system (3) for t E [0, h] into 
&t) =Jot ,(e) k(t -e) de + jot 7(e) qt - e) de 
Jh p(e) (i(t - 0) de + Jh 7(e) ~0 - 6 de, T 
t+ t+ 
where p, is an initial condition and SF+ means the integration on (t, h] (the matrices 
t.~ and r] contain the Dirac distributions but it is clear what mean p(B) and 7(e) 
in the above integrals). 
Since the above equation is assumed to hold almost everywhere this is equi- 
valent to 
a(t) = It p(e) .qt - e) de + J+“?(e) + - e) de 
0 0 
+ i” p(e) +(t - 0) de t J” 7p) p)(t - 0) de. t 
(All integrals are on closed intervals.) Hence, we may write 
n(t) = (EL * 2.)(t) + (7 * X)(f) - (ii * $)(h - t) -t (+j * ICl)(h - q, (9) 
where t E [0, h], #(t) = v(--t) (4(t) = -9(-t)) and p = Hp, 7i; = HT (to be 
precise we should change in (9) x, k, 4, and 1+4 for elements of m which have the 
same values on [O, h] as the above functions). 4 E ?I,iP([O, h]; W) so (Cl(t) = 
.fi &T) & + VW) and 
(fj * $)(h - t) = (i, * I$) (h - f) t (71 * W)P - 0 
In the last equation we use the commutativity of the convolution and the fact 
that s 4 = y * 4, where y(t) = 1 for t E [0, h]. 
Thus we can write (9) as 
k(f) = (p * k.>(f) t (7 * r)(t) + (g * $)(h - t) + z(t) . yq0) 
(with an initial condition x(O) = 4(O)), where & = -ii + J+j and z(t) = 
J:-t ij. 
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Let S be the set of points of the form t = xy=, k,h, , where ki E iV u (0). 
Consider the system 
with some initial condition x(O), or in the integral form 
4) = 40) + (P * x)(t) - (P * 4J>W + (177 * x) P) A (Jf) W (104 
(we use the commutativity of K and the fact that s K = y * k, where y(t) = 1 
for t E [0, h], k E K, x(O) is treated as a constant function on [0, h]). 
Kow we define the fundamental matrix of the system (10) (or (lOa)). Let X 
be the n x n matrix function defined on (- o=, + co), continuous from the right 
which satisfies the equation 
X(t) = (P * X)(t) + (J 71 * X) (2) + I for t E [O, fm), x(4 = 0 
for t E (- co, 0). (In the above formula we use the convolution in the usual sense 
on the real line but if we restrict the analysis to the interval [0, Zz] the convolution 
will be the same as the convolution in the ring K and X may be treated as a 
matrix over K or m.) 
This formula can be derived from formula (8.5) in [7, Sect. 12.81 using the 
standard fact about integration of the convolution. X is continuous on the every 
interval contained in !I% - S but may in general have jump discontinuities at 
points in S (see [IO, Sect. 6.61). F rom the definition of X we have X * (I 6, - II) = 
Z + J (7 * X) so X * (IS,, - p) is absolutely continuous on [0, h] with a deriva- 
tive in Lm([O, h]; Rnxn). 
The solution of the system (lOa) may be written in the integral form x(t) = 
(X * (Z 6, - P))(I) * x(O) + (X *f)(t), t E [0, Zz]. Indeed, putting x(t) in the 
above form to the right side of (1Oa) we have 
x(0) - (p * x(O)) + p * x * (Z&J - I*) . .q) + CL * x *f 
f I?*X*(z~,--).x(O)$Irl*X*f+If 
= 
( p*x+ I rl*X+Z *(Z4l-p).40) ) 
+ (p*x+j’I*x-Lz) *f 
==x*(z6,-p)~x(O)+x*f=x. 
Since X is discontinuous only on a discrete set so X *f is absolutely continuous 
on [O, Zz]. This property has also X * (IS, - CL) . x(O) so s is absolutely con- 
tinuous on [O, h] and it satisfies Eq. (10) almost everywhere. 
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Now we may write the solution of the neutral system given by (3) x(t) = 
(X * (Iso - P))(%W) + (X * W * $))(t) + (X * z)(~)d@) for t E [O, 4. It is 
equivalent to 
44 = Y(t) . t&4 +(X * m * $))(a t E [O, hl, (11) 
where Y = X * (I 6, - ZJ + z). 
Note that z may be discontinuous only at the points aj, i= l,...,N, so we may 
write z(t) =fO(t) + xElfi(r - ai), t E [0, h], wherefi E (m)n andfi II~,~J E Wrl, 
i=l ,..., N. Similarly for X we have X(t) = V(t) + xrGsn[aVn~ I’r(t - Y), 
where I’, VT E (m)nxn and V j[o.nl, V,. l[a,~ E Wlm (they have essentially bounded 
derivatives). Since (Vr *fJ [[O,hl E Wla and g(t - a) = S, * g then we have that 
X * z ([a,~ is the sum of functions from WI=. It follows that elements of the 
matrix Y are from W,m (on [0, h]). 
Treating the matrix X as a distribution we may write its derivative (see 
[2, 7, 11, 121) 
~=[mr x x,&l, where [Xl lro.*1 EW[O, hl; BBy. 
QESfl[O.h] 
and X, = X(a+) - X(o--). Now define an operator 
A: LP([O, h]; W) - LP([ 0, hl; w> A; = x * zz([ * 24). 
LEMMA 3. Im 2 is dense in Lp([O, h]; R”) iff det,[ 4 D. 
Proof. Since X0 = Z then the operator B: Lp + LP, Bu = X * u, is a linear 
isomorphism of the space Lp (det,X is invertible by Proposition 1 and X is 
invertible by [13, Chap. 3, Sect. 8.3, Prop. 51). His also a linear isomorphism of 
LP so the proof follows from Theorem 1. 1 
For u ELP([O, h]; W) define Au = X * Zf([ * u). From the properties of 
differentiation of the convolution we have 
$ (Au)(t) = (X * ZZ(& * u))(t) = (Au)(t) (see [12, Chap. 6, Theorem IX]) 
Au E Vlp([O, h]; Rn) = {f tz ?‘,p([O, It]; W) 1 f(0) = o}. 
COROLLARY 6. Im A is dense in V,P([O, h]; EV) iff det,[$ D. 
Proof. The proof follows from Lemma 3 and the fact that Au = s Au. 1 
For the operator T(i): W,p([--h, 01; Rn) + W,p([--h, 01; Rn) we define 
T(t): Wlp([O, h]; R”) -+ WIP([O, h]; RF), where 
!w = d-4. (12) 
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It is evident that Im T(t) is dense in W,P([--h, 01; W) iff im r(t) is dense in 
W,p([O, h]; R”). By (1 I) and (12) we can write 
T(k)$ = Y . (cl(O) + A$, * E wlqo, h]; VP). 
LEMMA 4. Im T(h) is dense in W,P([O, k]; Iw”) iff det,[$ D. 
Proof. e Let f be any function from W,P. Then f - Y . f (0) belongs to 
Vrp( Y(0) = I). For every E > 0 there is p E LPsuch that (1 f - Y . f (0) - Ap, ‘Iv,. < 
t (from Corollary 6). Hence, 11 f - x 11 
with 9(O) = f (0), qh = p 
Mrlp < E, where x E im T(h), x = T(k)$ 
=- Forf E WI* and E >0 there is PE W,p such that 11 f - Y. q(O) - A@ jlwlp < E. 
This means that 
Ilf (0) - FJ(O)l,,” + !lj - p . p(O) - & I!‘” < l . 
Then we have 1) v(0)IIRn + IIj - Y . ~(0) - & IiLo < 6. Now we may write 
Ilf - 4 I’vI. = i l’j - & IJLp < llj - I’ . p,(O) - A+ IL’ + I, i’lilp . II p(O)!,, 
< E + E ‘1 Y llLP = E(1 + ‘1 L ‘JL1)). 
Hence, im A is dense in I’r” and from Corollary 6 we have detx[$ D. a 
COROLLARY 7. Im T(h) is dense in W,p([-k, 01; R”) iff det,f$ D. 
This corollary concludes the proof of Theorem 2. Indeed, for t < h we have 
T(t)T(h - t) = T(h) and fort E (nh, (n + I)h], T(t) = (T(h))“T(7), T = t - nh. 
This and the fact that composition of two linear bounded operators with dense 
images has the dense image imply that im T(t) is dense iff im T(h) is dense. 
COROLLARY 8. Zf det pLM # 0 then T(t) is surjectiwe for t E [0, + a~). 
Proof. Note that it is sufficient to prove the corollary only for t = h (it 
follows from the semigroup property). 
From the assumption we have that detxg = I CL,,,, / 6, T C, where C does not 
contain 6, . By Proposition (1 b) this means that detxg is invertible in K so [ is 
an invertible matrix (over the ring K) (see [13, Chap. 3, Sect. 8.3, Prop. 51). 
This follows that for f E L* there is u E LP such that [ * u = f. Now proof may be 
finished by the form of the operator A and T(Zz). 1 
Remark 3. We may consider im T(t) as the subspace of the space 
L=([-k, 01; UP). F rom the facts proved in this section it may be derived that 
im T(t) is dense in W,p iff im T(t) is dense inL P. Now using the simple arguments 
we can state that density of im T(t) in WIP is equivalent to density of im T(t) 
in the space of continuous functions C([--h, 01; W). The operator T(t) may be 
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well defined on the whole space C (see [7, 81). Using the fact that the space 
W,p is dense in the space C we can derive the following 
COROLLARY 9. Let T(t): C([-k, 01; W) - C([-k, 01; R”). Then 
im T(t) is dense in C iff det,[ # D. 
Remark 4. By papers of Henry [8] and Manitius [l] we have that the condi- 
tion de& # D is equivalent to completness of eigenfunctions in the space C or, 
in the retarded case, in the space W x 15’. 
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